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Fire Engul fs Cottag e; IWXBC Schedule Planne d Budge tCets
Profes sors Displa ced For Tuesday~s Progra ms Coun·cil OK
I

by Don Baier
WXBC
Station
Manager 6:45-Spotlight on Paris
1 A
week ago Community
Valuable b o o k s, pictures, I tried to call the operator but Larry Yurdin announced to- 7:00-Seldom-he ard music:
Council appropriated $10,389.10
records, and unpublished man- I could get no answer for ten day that the radio station
Mike DeWitt
of Convocation funds to the
uscripts bel~nging to Bard pro-J minutes. I called Mr. DeGre. He would resume broadcastmg at 10:00-Discussio n of myth:
various clubs. The amount
fessors Pans Leary and Jay came up and we triedto carry 6:30 p.m. tomorrow. Within a
Andy Marum
Vogelbaum
were
destroyed out what we could but after few weeks, he said, Schuyler 10:30-Bard Poets: first in a granted is an increase of $481
when a fire raged in the Cedar about twenty-five minutes, 1 House will be abe to tune in
series of 4 one-hour pro- over last semester's budget and
Hill Cottage for more than got smoke poisoning and had on the station; at present,
grams. Prof. Paris Leary $2139 more than the budget of
two hours early ln the morn- to stop."
every other dormitory can re(tentative)
ing of March 8. While trying
According to Dick Griffiths, ceive WXBC's programs of 11:30-Russian Folk Songs
1 two y~a:s ago.
.
.
to save his and his colleague's head of Bard B&G. "An alarm music, discussion and news. 12:00-Midnight Miscellany: a
Attnt10~ over Field Penod
possessions, Mr. Leary suf- was sounded at approximately
The schedule:
Poe story, read by Harold cuts t~1e mcome from fees. to
iered a case of smoke poison- 3:05 through the college emerTuesday
1
Stessel; Songs of the Span- a pomt where Convocation
ing, but neither teacher was gency phone. Subsequently an 6:30-News with Louis M.
ish Civil War
cannot s?pport a program as
more seriously injured.
alarm wa~ sounded to the Red I Lyons, monitored live from 1:00-Sign Off
! large as 1 ~ the Fall. The BudgMr. Vogelbaum, who was not
1
(Contmued on Page 8)
Boston
·
(Continued on Page 6)
et Committe~ must cut the
at Bard when the fire occurred, ·
-- -- -- - budget~ drastically. As a re~lost the notes for the doctoral
edy this s.emester Spencer La:ydissertation on which he had
~·zz·
man, ~hairmna of the ~~dget
been laboring for several years.
Committee sug~ested ra1Slng ~
-'Except for a few pictures
J ~
student tax of. f1ve doll_ars, pa~and manuscripts and some odds
by David Johnson
; in the background of a med- the substance, if that is the able after Sprmg vacatiOn. ThlS
d
d
th'
·eval
.
was to have been voted upon
antal fn s,., ~~erl mg :v:s Ha
The cathedral at Salisbury 1
Dutch painting whose r~ght word, of.the SJ?eech many at last
Thursday's Community
~~scri~!~'
t e;_ry es\a~
a~ where William Golding lives cfnt.ral ~cene _may be th.e times already m this country. meeting; however, the lack of
follows · .
. ra.,.Ic . ' n . , is set rather apart from the s alymg to . a sadmt, thb~d~urgif- . By the timed Mr ..Gholding ar- a quorum there (see
article
.
.
.
ca exac ness an mor I ·Jty o nved on Mon ay mg t, March pg 3) returned to power
of
"I awakaned about ten mm- town itself on a vast green. which is overwhelming
\4 the gymn was awash with d · · ·
t c
-1
·
utes till three and saw flames Seen on a somber day, the
The
calm
exterl·or
·of
the
the
familiar
faces of nearlv, eTcision
Lounct ·
1 ·
f
11
• a
h
· h
1
t
·
"·
reasurer ayman regre tt ed
eapmg rom . J. r. v. oge lb ~urns
o_rass as a_ r~c g1ow, amos
cathedral is repeated inside. everyone at Bard and those of
the great number of cuts
that
aPartment. _I 1m~ed1ately lit from Wlt~m, so that the The choir, consisting of boys a large number of people were made
from the submitted
phoned the bmler I oom but whole scene_ 1 esembles one of from the choir school in the from elsewhere, who were budgets Funds
there was no answer. I then the calm ~1stas ~o be found cathe_dr~l close, may perh~ps wearing expressions ~f def~ant he said·, and were very low
not many club~
be smgmg a hymn for which pleasantness _and expe~tatwn.l could get their whole pro!a hauntingly beautiful descant The wall behmd the d~Is was grams approved. The Commit~as been added. The listener taste.fl!llY decorated With old ! tee was forced to cut all leeIS apt to be so overcome by , tumblmg mats.
: turers who had not been defA.fter the first few weeks of cost of running the dining the apparent feeling in the i. The great man walked up I initely committed
to a lecture
~:ontroversy Educational Poli- commons and similar campus singing, that it is more than the aisle dressed in well-tailI date.
also passed a
des Committee has settled buildings for only a few stu- a little shocking afterwards to !1 ored dinner clothes, beard, motion Council
at Mr. Layman's re1nto its routine for the semes- dents, and the educational ben- hear these same voices speak- ~ and
expression of humility. quest to the effect that all
ter. The first issue to come efit which some claim is nil. ing the most horrible obscen- One of his first remarks after!! clubs
be limited in the future
before the committee.- was an
History
ities in the shadow of the being introduced by Prof. i to committing only $300 before
investigation of the vocational
The Winter College was in- great cathedral.
! Sherman Conrad was to say Ibudgets are approved by Counoffice. There seemed to be
stituted three years ago and
This apparent quality in
that the audien~e should be cil. Mr. Layman stressed that
lack of communication between has so far been run with uni- things, English schoolboys be- interested in him because "I the motion
the summer information and fying topics. The first year ing no exception. is a phen- have written a book that you money woulddid not mean that
be allocated for
the Field Period files. To as- concentrated on the beginning omenon
which
has never probably have read - . . You any commitment, just those
sist with the clerical work, of the 20th century, the second stopped puzzling man and should have no other interest which would
be approved anYEPC recommended that the on the Renaissance, and last causing him untold grief. in me" A fellow countryman way.
Dean's office hire two people year on the Soviet Union. The When William Golding felt of Mr. Golding was heard to
.
The Convocation Budget for
instead of one to straighten cost to the student is approxi- that his turn had come to remar k 1a t er t h a t M
. r. Gold mg
·out the files.
mately half of a semester and speak on this subject, it is of course held just the oppoSpring Semester, 1963:
The pr<>blem with the voca- he receives half a semester's hardly surprising that he site view: that the audience
Retional office brought up the c~ed~t (8 p~s.). Points for con- should use as his device the was there to see a relebr;ty
Club
quest
Grant
whole Field Period issue. Last tmumg Wmter College have behavior of the boys that he put on a show.
Psychology Club
1000 663
.semester the facu~ty through been the alternative to Field had been teaching for years.
Mr. Golding thereupon de- Bard Review . - . . . $600 $600
its Academic Development Work, the exper ence of conYears of appearances before fined a book as "a blank sheet Music Club ..... - 550 550
Committee voted a moratorium c e n t rated study for two precarious youngsters are apt of paper with a man standing Council
260 260
on Winter College to all stu- months, and the subject mat- to produce in the instructaor in front of it." He said we
P C ..... -.. . . . 50
50
dents must do either an aca- ter. The choice of topic is dif- a glib and authoritative man- are "wrong, when we regard E
Science Club .. - . . 200 200
demic project or work if they ficult for the faculty for they ner, so that it is no wonder a book as a thing on a shelf," Forum .........
want crdeit. Th's credit is not must find something that will that when Mr. Golding spoke for a book is really the ex- Entertamment - . . 775 550
... - 3200 2000
the two points academic credit interest freshmen and seniors here his style of delivery was pression of an author's prob- Film Club
which was extended to those alike on their respective levels. polished in the extreme; and Iem. Foreshadowing remarks ISailing Club. . . . . . . 820 720
.. - . . 730 130
rcompleting an approved projEPC brought up the point I the same preparation gave that he was to make later on, Speakers
. . - 560 385
ect. The faculty f 2It that cur- that students might like to him his extraordinary ability concerning the way his own 1 W X B C Club
. . . . . . . . . 876 600
tailment of this institution was accelerate through the credits to swat down any questions I Lord of the Flies had written N S M · · · ·
· · · · · - . . 100 100
wise also.
earned at Winter College. Mr. asked.
·
itself. he said that a book of- N SA · . - .... - . . . . 375 300
Winter College
:rremblay, head of the Aca?emIt is also ~ore than .likely ten takes on, apparently of its Psychology Club . . 1000
663
EPC has ex'lressed its desire 1c
Development Committee, that Mr. Goldmg has delivered
(Continued on Page 7)
1 B.C M C ... _. . . . . .
240 140
to :see the Winter College re- said that the faculty viewed
Ii Literature
Club _. . 950 600
the Bard program as a full
Art Club . . . . . . . . . 1234 752
instated. It plans to meet Wlth four-year endeavor, terminating
I Observer . . ... . .. - 970
790
the faculty development com- in the senior project. Student
--------mittee to discuss the problems. maturity is a main factor in
April 27 will see the open- Also appearing in the play,
. I C
In order to he armed with their opposing acceleration. ing of a Triple Bill of one act directed by Mr. Charles Ka- t M emona
Oncert
student opinion at this con- Th e o th er v1ew
·
·Is a1so poss1"ble: pl ays, presen t ed a t th
, e th ea- k~ t sa k.1~, are Haro ld . Stesse1, Set for Aprt·l 2
Jerence, EPC will put question- That the greater number of tre by the Drama De·p artment. Blll Tmker,
and Erme Kohl- ,
naires in students' mailboxes students in America should be
Cast
in
Molly
Kazan's metz. Richard Rose will he I The Music Department will
asking whether or not the re- hurried through college to "Rosemary"
are
Kenneth, stage manager.
l present a concert in memory
spondent wou!d like to see make way for a greater bulge. Reiss, Margaret Ladd, Susan
Ionesco's, "The. yhairs,''. di- !1 of Clair Leonard, late Profes'the Winter College reinstated.
Mr. Tremblay also mentioned Veit,
and David Johnson. rected by Mr. Willu·--, Dnver, sor of Music, at 8:30 on April
.Remy Hall, chairman of EPC, that the innovation of the 6· Abby Hirsh, in directing the stars Te (Sa.cknof{ ".:hurnu- 12 in Bard
Hall.
·urged that all the questiona.ires point program and its associ- play, is fulfilling part of her chin, completing ht:.. . :.)enior . Luis Gareia
Renart will pia:{
~be returned so the data could ated evaluation make the hold- senior project.
Stage mana- project, and David Johnson 1 Zoltan Kodaly's sonata for Unbe significantly analysed.
ing of a Winter College diffl- ger is Mary McDonald.
with Charles Kakatsakis. Don- . accompanied Cello. Mr. Garcia
Some of the problems asso- cult for the faculty involved.
In the "Happy Journey na Gilbert is stage manager. Renart has been practicing this
cUrled with putting an a Win- The same c on d i t i on s that from Trenton to Camden," by
Production manager, Mary difficult work for many years
ter College are the lack of prompted the fttculty to cur· Thornton Wilder, three sopho- McDonald, will be aided by but has never
played it in per~
students which creat"es a lack tail Winter College last year mores,
D ann a, McCorkle, Alice Elliott on lights, and formance.
of funds, few teachers willing are likely to exist neu year Blythe Danner, and Maggie Joy Roberts on Props. Stuart
Other works on the program
to give up their Field Periods. too, Mr. Tremblay added..
Eckstein
·a c• fi
moderation. Whyte will design the sets. will be announced .
1
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Noise Is Rad ical
Charles

Hollander

New Party Wins
lnRed Hook Vote

Ber rym an's ·Poe try

by
(A Note on John Berryman's Poetry)
When we learned of the they have the propensity to
John Berryman, who appeared in Bard Hall last
print,
In
In the recent record elecforthcoming debate between look at things only from one's
as the Literature Club's first speaker
Eighteenth
the
Monday
were
votes
764
which
in
tion
igto
and
Abraham Washington Crass- own perspective
enough. He is a man in his late
respectable
is
semester,
the
of
EllMayor
well of the American BQ}l nore or disclaim other atti- cast, newly elected
output of a poet who is
reputable
but
small
the
with
forties
Prohis
carried
Hand
c.
roy
at
looking
of
ways
or
Save the Lord National Halle- tudes
him, one might be
reading
after
conversely,
or,
critic,
a
also
office.
into
Party
gressive
lujah Party and John Thomas thmgs even though they may
verse.
writes
also
who
critic
a
him
call
to
tempted
·Fink, editor of the prominent be mirror images of one's Three
Progressives were
subject Stephen
its
good.
as
not
takes
that's
work
And
critical
own.
Your
best-known
In
His
pe""l.Odl"cal,
terary
.
ll
..
Crane.
e2epandad
newly
the
to
elected
Mr.
will
R-What
OBSERVE
Ear, we hopped right over to
Some of his poetry has appeared in the usual standbys
Richard Roar, who is respon- Crasswell and Mr. Fink de- .Trustees Board. The board
as The Kenyon Review, 'fhe Partisan Review, and t.ew
such
three
only
of
consist
to
used
sible for this gala occasion. bate on?
A collection of it was made and published in 1~
Directions.
of
election
· · members so the
R.R.-They 'll talk about·has
Richard, as usual, had a great
he
deal to say, and for the edi- about ... I tell you
in one of their thm volUmes bound in
Directions
by New
ficatiQn of t•he Community at the right to speak here! We're Frederick L. Cotting and Rob- boards and subtitled, ".poet of the month." A larger collection
positwo-year
to
Bowman
ert
large we here present a trans- liberals, we're all liberals
appeared una.er the W1lliam Sloane imprint in 1948 under the
tltle of The Dispossesse d. And in ll:):l6 Homage to Mistress
to
Maher
J.
James
and
tions
communliberal
a
is
here
this
interview.
the
of
cript
a long poem with textual notes, appeared, in a
OBSERVE R-I beg your par- tty, and we've got to hear all a one-year position clearly Bradstreet,edition with illustration s by Ben Shahn.
beautiful
mathe
s
Progressive
~iew. W~'re . lib- gives the
don, Mr. Roar, but I'm from points of If
we ~on t hst~n
the newspaper and I'd like erals, ~nd then
Mr. Berryman's palce on the literary shelf belongs in the
were not lib- jority of the Trustees.
Fac1sts
to
bit
you tQ tell me a little
of RO'bert Lowell, Richard Wilbur, John - Hollander
company
promises
Hand
t
Mayor-elec
erals.
about Mr. Cra ___
Roethke,· Corso, Ferlinghett i, and Duncan being
Theodore
and
town
Wl.Yh
cooper.,,..t·on
close
- esn't Cr.ass.
•
a:~
Do.
R-.
OBSERVE
s1de of the room. Berryman is a·bove all
to
other
r"1ght
the
the
on
has
far
-He
Thtl
officials.
scnool
and
R.R.
0
, in fact, his erud•ition is rather
Sometimes
erudite.
things
imespecially
is
speak here, he has the RIGHT ~ell usually mslst .n br~ng- school issue
The footnotes to Mistress
offensive.
even
and
ng
overpoweri
to speak here! I tell you, he hts storm troopers Wit~ hlm? pol'tant to citJizens of Red tsradstreet (she being, of course, the somewhat obscure, but
few
last
the
for
since
Hook
to
rlght
a
have
R.R.-They
aas the right to speak here!
terms the high schoQl has highly readable, -colonial Massachusetts poet) refer to such
OBSERVE R-Yes I under- speak here too!
"Baron
on double sessions due unusual and dissimilar works and figures as Fr. Rolfe,
·been
people
Some
~BSERVER
you
stand, but 1 just 'wanted
The Desire and Pursuit of the Whole,
of
author
the
CorVQ,"
new
The
ng.
overcrowdi
to
nothhas
Crasswell
that
object say to us.
..... tell me a lHtle--mg to
. .
rheumatic fever, and to the
""
R.R.-That 's not the point: Junior-seni or High School will to antique French descri,ptions of
R.R.-Ther~ are m1lhons of
Zechariah.
of
.Sook
alleviate
to
ready
be
soon
it.
say
people walkmg . around the he has the right to
His verse is never amorphus, though the for~s may not
streets o.f _Amer~ca ev~ry1 day The faet is, we're not paying much of this problem. culture be classical, or may be variations on them. The title poem of
mass
of
threat
The
gojust
s
money-it'
any
him
We
who are JUSt llke him.
The Dispossesse d, for example is written in a sort of adaptaneed to hear Crasswell be- ing to some airline. And re- is felt strongly by thesolocal
of the terza rima. He u~ually uses a rhyme, and all his
tion
one
Hook
Red
in
cause the~ we can understa!ld member, the airlines are in merchants
gives an indication of being very car·efully worked out ..
verse
any
the Fascist type mentallty financial trouble now· our of the main points of be rhis care removes all fire from his writing: his message is not
must
campaign
successful
good
to'
put
being
that works in the minds of all money's
a consideration for the devel· particularly savage, unlike that of the Beat group; he shows
·
those who disagree with m_e. use.
is inclined to expeet of an
OBSERVE R_ Why are you opment of the business area. the sad, sensible stoicism that one He can seldom be happy,
I tell you, Mr.--- what d1d
this century.
in
writer
educated
that
felt
have
town
in
People
bringing
in
interested
so
you say your name was?
the Progressives are dedicat- unl•ike Richard Wilbur, and for this reason his verses seldom
OBSERVE R-Thomas Wyatt. Crasswell up here?
Wilbur can attain. Often one longs
R.R...,....to tell you the truth, el to the welfare of the vil- soar to the height whichphrase
R.R.-I tell you, Mr. Wyatt,
in Berryman's lines, and someor
word
inspired
an
for
whethdoubtful
is
it
but
!age
weeks
few
A
noise.
like
I
probwe must approa.ch this
his poem and the readbetween
gets
mind
writer's
the
time's
active
the
take
will
they
er
what's
lem objectively and rationally. ago I asked myself,
heart.
er's
meetings
board
the
Too many people react emo- the noisest, most radical, most part in
One of Berryman's more unfortunat e tendencies is that he
tionalistically to this question. controversial thing I could do for which the new Mayor has is much too fond of the aspidend (&), which he uses in the
spoken.
They think when they get on this campus? The answer
manner of William Blake. He is also fond of mentioning things
emotionalistical about a prob- was obvious-A braham Washwhich at one time were considered indecent or shocking for
you
tell
To
Crasswell.
ington
lem that-they' re more emopoet to dwell upon, and at the same time covering his act~on
the
nt
ainm~e
tionalstical than those who- the truth, I hate Crasswell Entert
by the use of a refined word for the subject, cf, the first lme
Fascist
a
got
he's
because
emotiaren't
who
those
han
t
The Entertainm ent Commit- of "Boston CommQn."
onalistic. Boy, are they dumb. type mentality, and I hate
Nonetheless Berryman's poetry catches hold of the reader
has established the foltee
bementalities
type
Facist
you
aren't
R-But
OBSERVE
remarkabl~ way. Many of his poems do not deserve to
a
in
Counafter
calendar
lowing
objective
not
they're
cause
giving Crasswell just the kind
in the wake of the giants of his generation. Pardrowned
be
$
of
on
appropriati
cil's
But
2000
and they're not rational.
of publicity he needs?
and at the same time quite exemplary of
effective,
ticularly
R.R.-Publi city, publ,icity. 1 no~sewi~e Crasswe~l is tops. for the semester.
is his "Nardssus Moving." Here are its
writing,
Berryman's
6April
rad~ca!.
very
Is
Noise
to
tell you he has a right
stanzas:
three
first
900
$
D
1
F
·
s
controt
lSn
OBERVER -But
ance ....
em1- orma
Sp eak here, J'ust like you and
, e sa ke of con- May 25-versy f or th
me
before we would
Noise of the vans woke us
$
rather pointless,?
.
. Tmm ZARCH (burstl'ng troversy
· d 1an d'mg a fi ne m1rror
h e se<:on
.
cracked
It s th e Fonnal Dance . . . . . . . . . 950
AR
N
t
At
R
R
nuL\.
onsense.
.
.
s)
thl
b
h
wood
1
.
valued
the
all
on
appeared
Scratches
6arch
latest thing. You just man- (Held already-M
rea .
mto t e room,
150
And this was the Fairway's last offidal act
He does not have the ng to age things so there's a great Paul and Shelly) · · · · · · · $
all
in
it's
then
and
big noise,
speak here!
Unfit to form attachment he is flying
Total Expenditur e ... $2000
R.R.-Shut l;l.P! Who told you the papers, and then you're
The weather favours jokers of this k•ind
apof
body
student
a
With
famous. Think of it, wouldn't
w say anythmg? .
News of the hairy cousins was supplying
,faca
plus
400
y
proximatel
famous?
become
to
great
be
it
t_he
out
(retreatmg
ZARCH
Barkers with gossip not to speak his mind
(who
tion
administra
and
ulty
_
pictures
lurid
Headlines
door)-rll tell the Commumty
If .
100,
around
of
events)
attend
very
get
Now s·on{e pe01ple
at large on you!
m green
himse
down
comes
dawn
the
to
Blond
perper
$4.00
500,
totalling
this
about
R.R.-See, there's a perfect emotionalistical
white
knuckles
his
see
I
joy
on
Verging
events.
the
examp~e of ~he Fascist type kind of thing and they say son is spent for
With joy and yet he stood all night unseen
multiplies
Committee
ment~llty._ .D1d you see ho·w controvergy's bad. But if you The
In reverie upstairs under the skylight
nor
fishes
nor
loaves
neither
objectively
emobonahs bcal he got? Fas- just look at it
be excist t~ mentality wri~ten all you'll see that controversy's dollars. They cannQt
weekly or And this is the way it ends:
over h~s f~ce; The fasc1s~ type a good thing because I like pected to provideevents
with
mentality 1sn t a mentality at noise and I have the rig·ht to even bi-weekly
A vile tune from the shattered radio
this sum. With our sin~erest
all, it's like a hamburge r- make controversy.
Incredibly arises & dies at once . . .
regrets,
CrassAnd
OBSERVER
greasy all over, dripping re~
A deeper silence, then we slowly know
~!~~h~DY
that's
Agh, the thought of It well's controversial Somewhere in the empty mansion one tap runs
Entertainm ent Commitee
you want him up here?
m~ke~ me retch! All. ov~r,- w:hy
R.R.-certa inly. The point
'A Negress gnawed my lip up a terrible place
d_nppmg red, so emobonahs
Why not? the rising sun will light me poor'
is not what he has tQ say,
bcal, greasy all over · · ·
Only upon a young man's most blond face
"I hate these Buddhists,
OBSERVE R-What do you but rather the fact that he
Une silence de la mort de !'amour.
wears these four sevens on they think they know everymean?
R.R.-Agh! · · · See, these his sleeve and that's pretty thing-Or what's worse, they
-DAVID JOHNSON
people are too ethnocentric controversial among all those do know everything."
who
mentalities
type
about all this mess. Ethnocen- Fasoist
tricity is a bad, bad, greasy aren't objective and rational
thing-<it's all over them- about it. I see clearly that
all over them, I tell you. See, Crasswell's gQt a Fascist type
The Dance Departmen t will travel to the
publication ot
mentality like they do; they Training School for Girls in Hudson to pre- THE BARD OBSERVER, the ,metal
the Bard Collf'ge Community, Is luuN even two
they've
because
UNANIMO US!!
this
see
don't
a concert on April 8. Original composi- weeks durlng the Fall and Spring Semesters.
got Fascist type mentalities sent
"Perfectly Delightful! "
by Margery AJ!)sey, Jane M-cCune and
Editor: Charles. Hollander
tions
Trlb.
-Kerr, Her.
like he does. Honestly, peoANNE
ELI
objec- Ellen Kennedy will constitute the program.
more
be
to
David Jacobowit z
ought
ple
Editor:
Associate
WALLACH and JACKSON
tive and rational about this
"THE
The tentative plans for the program include Business Manager: Alexander Lindsay
"THE
kind of thing. Now where was a suite of dances-qu intet, quartet, and duet Feature Editor: Allan Zola Kronzek
TYPISTS" & TIGER"
2 New Plays by Murray ScbiAgal
I? Oh yes, co·ntroversy. Crassaphed by Miss Apsey to Russian Copy Editor: Dick Cross
O~D£RS
PHONE
&
MAIL
well is controversial, therefore -choreogr
FILLED ·
Performing these dances will be Copy Board: .Dave Johnson,
songs.
folk
love
I
Thurs.
him.
thru
we ought to hear
PRICES: Evgs. Tues
Jane MeCune, Martha Herby,
Steve Chalmers, Dixon Powell
8:40 and Sun. at 3:00 and 8:40:
Quigless
Helen
noise. You can't imagine how
$4.50, 3. 95, 3.45, Fri. at 8:40 and
much I love noise. And be- Wendy Hoffman, Carolyn Hammond, Miss Staff: Anne Schneider, Pat Johnson, Jim
Sat. at 7:00 and 10:00: $4.95,
4.50, 3.95.
sides, he has the right to Kennedy, and Miss Apsey. Several of Miss
Banker, Ed Fischer, Mark Kennedy,
ORPHEUM THEATRE
Apsey's compositions already presented in
speak here.
Kathy Stein, Don Baier, Rick Silbe
also
will
Bard
at
concerts
OBSERVER - Thank you, previous dance
Znd AVE. & 8th ~T., N. Y. C.
verman, Ellen Kennedy
OR 4-8140
chosen.
Mr. Roar.

e:t -

Dtlnters to Give Concert in Ar1111
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After two weeks of harangues
and tension on campus the
George Lincoln Rockwell issue
ended on an anti-climax when
the American Nazi leader telegrammed over the weekend
that he was subject to arrest
in New York State, did not
have the ball, and therefore
respectfully declined the NSA
Club's invitation to speak here.
An opinion poll taken by
"The Bard Observer" over the
question
on the
weekend
"Should Rockwell speak here
in a debate?" showed 103 in
favor, 124 opposed, and 28 abstaining. Among the students
the responses were 98 yes, 95
no, and 26 abstentions. The
faculty and admmistration results were 5 yes, 29 no, and
2 abstentions.
The issue was ·b rought before Community Council a
week ago by Richard Lorr and
Paul Mueller for the NSA
Club. Richard moved to allocate $25 to pay for Rockwell's
transportation from Arlington,
Virginia. After much heated
discussion, the motion was
passed by a 5-4 roll-call vote.
In favor were Spencer Layman,
Richard Lorr, Stuart Posner,
David Moulton, and Mr. Rosenberg. Dean Hodgkinson, Mr.
Weiss, David Jacobowitz and
Charles Hollander voted against
the motion.

Bardians to Sing
In Folk Festival

Following the meeting, Andrew Marum started a petition
calling for an Assembly meeting to vote on the issue. His
petition got the necessary signatures--40% of the Assembly
-and the meeting was scheduled for Thursday night at
9:30.

Also to be discussed and
voted upon at the meeting was
Council's proposal to charge
each student an extra $5 in
addition to the 25 Convocation
fee and payable at the end of
,
Spring vacation.
Neither matter was considered, however, since only 180
students turned up at the gym,
50 people short of 50% of the
Assembly required for a quorum. Community Moderator
Richard Lorr ruled that since
there was no quorum, the additional fee proposal reverted
back to Council and Council's
action on the Rockwell motiOn
stood.
Before the meeting dispersed, Council Chairman Lane
Sarasohn announced that the
"Obeserver" would take a poll
of student and faculty opinion
on the issue, and that the results would be considered at
the next Council meeting. The
poll was taken with the above
results, and then Rockwell's
telegram arrived, closing the
matter.

0

Songsters Charles Hollander
and David Jacobowitz have
ib een selected to represent a
segment of American music at
Umvers1ty
Georgetown
the
Concert for tne Crossroads
Round-Trip Air $95 Up
Afnca Program. Ronald lsrat!l,
or
Wasnmgton coorainawr for the
LIVE ON THE QUEEN
funu-nu.smg event, disclosed in
6-Day Cruise $160 Up
an exc1u.s1ve interview wuh the
Ooserver that the program Wlil
SPECIAL
consist of f1ve Amencan and SUMMER STUDENT TOURS
five African performers.
To Europe, Hawaii, Mexico
The two memuers of the
Council Quartet will leave
Bard Thursday, March 28, and
w1ll arnve at Georgetown exTRAVEL SERVICE
actly at 7 pm. Tney will have
TR 6-3966
a chance to meet Washington Rhinebeck
dignuar1es and African amba.ssauors on an ethnic level
wn:i.!e maintaining tnat aura of
malevolent pnuamnropy whiCh
pe1meates our foreign policy.
Tne Africans may have a word
or two also about the duo's
controversial "Ballad of Patnce
Lumumba."

Choose Bermuda
For Easter

* * *

r/Jartara efee

Howard White Lectures
On Political Philosoph y
In Comedy, Tragedy
"If we are to answer the
most importar.t qu: stions treated in political philosophy How or under what rule can
men best live? What should
men honor? What should they
seek?-we will have some difficulty unless we first answer
them about man," said Dr.
Howard B. White Tuesday
night in his lecture on "Political Philosophy, Comedy and
Tragedy."
Dr. White, Acting Dean of
the graduate faculty of New
York's New School, lectured at
Bard through the auspices of
the Speaker's Club. Dr. White
received his B.A. from Hamilton College and his doctorate
from the New School. He has
·been awarded a grant from
the Fund for the Advancement
of Education and has twice
been a Rockefeller Fellow. Dr.
White has taught and lectured
at Oxford, Bryn Mawr, Coe,
and Lehigh.
"Apart from theology", be
stated, "it was widely believed,
through generations of modern
thought, that it was poetry and
particularly the theater which
taught how men ought to live."
According to Dr. White,
tragedy is the political art engaging the highest passwns of
statemen. To see what tragedy
in particular and poetry in
general means in terms of political philosophy, it is best to
refer to Aristotle's "Poetics".
"The 'Poetics' deals with pow-

wholly comic because purgation can be painful. Yet is
raises, and the soul ascends."
Dr. White referred to Montesquieu's "Persian Letters" as
Platonic in their search for
self-knowledge and the "ascendancy of soul." Nietzsche
and Rousseau on the contrary
sought to take tragedy outs1de
the realm of political pl:ilosophy. Dr. White also made frequent contrast and reference
to portions of Plato's "Republic" and the writings of Euripides, Empedocles, and Aristaphanes; including sections of
Bacon, and Blake, as the literary founders of political philosophy.
"Thus teachers or historians
of political philosophy fmd
themselves in controversy with
scientific political theory, not
because we shun it or dislike
its demands for precision but
because of the most important
funcUons of political science.
It claims its superiority, not by
its ability to answer the most
important questions but by its
.ability to answer less important questions extraordinarily
well."
"The Role of Political Philosophy in the Study of Tragedy and Comedy" is a thesis
recently prepared for Dr.
White's graduate students. Bard
is fortunate not only to have
had Dr. White's presentation
but also to have received a
characters, a raising, a process manuscript of the lecture for
of education which is not private publication.

. of poetry itself and
er .
the power which each of its
forms has." Dr. White explained that power in the context of the "Poetics" was the
power to move men.
The tragic form evokes the
sense of wonder through the
experience of pity and fear,
and it is this wonder wh1ch
leads to wisdom. Pain of wisdom is the beginning of political inquiry.
Dr. White further stated that
comedy begins where the wonder of tragedy ends. The wonder of comedy is a questioning
of wisdom. The political values of classical comedy and
tragedy lie in their characteristic interchangeability: "The
gods and slaves are interchangeable. The pointing to
one is the pointing to the other." It is this mingling together
of comedy and tragedy which
contains the knowledge of the
soul and consequently the process of political education.
Shakespearean tragedy relates
theory (ethos) and practice
(praxis), and his knowledge of
the "laws of shame", illustrated in the characters of Ham·
let and Macbeth, are basic to
the study of political theory.
"Shakesperean comedy tends
to raise rather than to lower",
Dr. White continued: "There
is marked affinity to Platonic
dialogues, in the action of the

POST Bros.

RED HOOK DELICATESSEN

Auto Parts
Rt. 9W

So. Catskill, N. Y.

IMPORTED CHEESES 8 COLD CUTS

•

SALADS · 8

USED PARTS FOR ALL
DOMESTIC & FOREIGN
CARS & TRUCKS
AT REASONABLE PRICES.

DELICACIES

COLD BEVERAGES, ETC. and PIZZA

29 W. Market Street

(Opposite the Bank)

COIN-OPERATED

LAUN DROM AT

Need Car Service?
AND

At A
SPECIAL
BARD COLLEGE
DISCOUNT

c

DRY CLE·A NINC

AT

8OYCE

c

HEVROLET,

I NC.

WASH lO·c - DRY 10c

Red Hook, N. Y.
App.

Tel.

Ray

GaHi

Service

DRY CLEAN 8 lbs. only $1.50

PL 8-2271

LOCATED ON RT. 199
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Art Club Budget Includes ChildrenS Classes,
Field Trip, Speakers, Exhibits, Life Drawing
At last Monday's Council minute, then for longer per-1 something pretty. The smaller · Consequently, the club will
Other speakers the Art Cluib
meeting the Art Club succeeded iods up to an hour- and stu- ' children often make better rely on the advice of Mr. wants to bring here are Philip
in getting a substantial increase dents complete a drawing of paintings because they are Refregier ·and Mr. CuRoi conin its budget with fifteen mem- the pose within the given pzr-~ more free and have fewer pre- cerning what exhibits they Evergood, William DeKooning,
ibers attending, This was the iod.
conceived notions to block their ought to see. One bus will be Leonard Baskin, and Fletcher
only large turnout of any of
Children's Classes
way.
chartered, and members of the Martin.
the clubs.
Martha Anl~erson is just beAls·o, many of the children's Community are welcome to
Shows
The club submitted a $1234 ginning a new and exciting paintings concentrate on a come.
The Art Club sponsors sev1budget to Treasurer Spencer project with the support of the single subject-a house, a tree,
Speakers
eral exhibits of student art
Layman. Th.e Budget Commit- Art Club. She is conducting ! a horse, or a person-and that
Tonight the Art Club is co- work each semester. Last week
tee cut this figure to $412, children's p a i n t i n g classes thing ·becomes completely dom- sponsoring Lilian Mackendrick Manus Pinkwater and Martha
eliminating expenses for lec- ~very Saturday. In June the inant in the picture. Everything in cooperation with the Liter- Anderson had a show of woodtures, films, private models, Art Club will sponsor an ex- else is made to work with that ature Club. Miss Mackendrick cuts and drawings in South
and a field trip to New York. 1i1bit of the best work done by one thing.
will speak in Bard Hall at 8:30 Ha1l. Paul Gommi and Bill
At Council the Treasurer :he children.
One of the main reasons that on "Literature, Life, Love, and Tinker will exhibit in the near
moved to add $250 to their
The first class took place the Art Club undertook this the Arts_"
• ' future.
'b udget for lecturers. Later ·ast Saturday, and twenty chil- , project was that Bard art stuCnarles Hollander moved to Iren showed up in the Barracks dents could learn a great deal
add $90 for a field trip; the :or the instruction. Ten were about their own work from
motion passed by a 4 3-2 vote, faculty children and ten were teaching children. The stulent
with Cha1rman Lane Sarasohn's :rom Red Hook.
who tries to communicate the·
v·ote breaking the tie. The Art
Martha held similar classes rudiments of painting gets a
Clul:>'s budget of $752 was ap- )Ver field period for children very clear look at his own posiproved.
1t the Henry Street Settlement tion as a painter and at the
Life Drawing
House in New York City. She basic necessities of art.
by Paul Mueller
lead nowhere, and it is hard
The Art Clul:> has planned finds that the children in this
Martha is eager to have volIn a Psychology Clulb lec- to think of even one way in
a number of activities for this 1rea are much more sure of unteers help her in conducting
semester. Most important for .hem selves . in painting than these classes. The children ar- ture last Wednesday, Dr. whkh the experiment has
the art students on campus are those she worked with this rive on campus every Saturday Richard Christie, head of the helped the social sciences to
department of social psycho- understand the behavior of
the life drawing classes, meet- winter.
morning at 10.
ing every Tuesday and Thurs"Many of these kids did four
Field Trip
logy at Columbia, described man. The experiment was forday from 7 to 10 at night.
paintings in this one session,"
The Art Club is also planning an important ex,p eriment. on mulated with no hypothesis or
Paul Gommi is supervising >he said, "·b ut the Henry Street a field trip to New York art
the life classes thjs semester. kids would get bored after do- shows. The club had originally the Machiavellian personality·. purpose in mind, and Dr.
Dr. Christie e~plained that Christie constantly refused to
His duties include the hiring ing one painting."
hoped to charter a bus in time
of models, the timing of poses,
Martha has noticed that the to see the exhibits of their he first became inteersted in expore any of the possible imkeeping order in the studio, older children (ages range teachers, Anto Refregier and the Machiavellian personality plications which his experiand cleaning up after the Ifrom 5 to 11) are more sop his- John CuRoi, but the budget because in tte
ment might have. Dr. Chrisclasses. The models assume a ticated and try more conscious- I was not approved until after deal of researchpast & great
had been tie's experiment was done
.certain pose - at first for a ly to do a pretty picture of ' the two shows clo3ed.
done on the followers of au- purely for the sake of experithoritarian movements while menting, and he never seemed
lifle or no researeh had been to
answer
the
important
attempted on the personali- question of why his research
ties of the leaders of these should have been conducted
in the first plaee.
These past few weeks have been exciting, with our plans we are bringing some of the movements.
In order to fill this gap, Dr.
but the insignificance of most of the issues is ideas and concerns of EPC to the floor of Christie developed an experidisturbing. For two weeks Educational Poli- Coundl.
ment:
fro m
Machiavelli's
cies Committee was kept from its tasks by
House Presidents Committee has become Prince and the Discoursi he
senseless argument over practical, if not the most active guardian of the rights and abstracted a series of attitudes
discreet, elections. The long debate in Coun- responsibilities of our social regulations in the w:hich he felt would be charcil, the preparation of a petition, the meeting past two and a half years. It seems that a acteristic of a person with an
of the Assembly, and the man-hours of thought code and a tradition has been established authoritarian personality. He
dealing with the appearance of George Lin- enabling students to deal with problems that then proceeded to test the rescoln Rockwell appears to have been futile . come before the committee in a very just ponses of all different groups
Thank God that the budgetS" have been taken way. A word of gratitude is in order to Dean of people to these attitudes.
care of. I only hope that the folly comm1tt~d Hodgkinson who has encouraged and trusted He tested professors, students,
in relation to some of the club and commit- the HPC.
medical students, psychology
tee budgets will prove educational to ·future
As for Council itself, in the next few weeks majors, rpeace corps appliCouncils. I note in partcular the cut in the we will discuss such issues as:
cants, football players, fat
Entertainment Committee budget.
TAKING PRIDE
The size of Bard, plans and implementations people, skinny people, etc.
But in the past week I have seen the develMter
experimenting
Dr.
opment of ideal smoothness in the operation for enlarging.
IN PRECISION
Christie found that t h in
Student-Faculty ratios.
of our most important bodies. The Admispeo•ple have more MachiavelPridle of craftsmanship
Aesthetic continuity of the campus.
sions Committee, chaired by Geoffrey Magnus
lian attitudes than fat people;
inspires every one of our
The possibility of Freshman having cars.
has made a fine start, reforming itself and
that psyehology majors are
mechanics to proceed
A folk or jazz festival at Bard in the late more authoriatarian than medformulating its activities. In this area, so
with
precision on every
very important to the future of Bard, it is spring_
ical students; that men stuThe direction of the educational philosophy dents attempt to impress their
job of auto repair. Their
most important that we have a group of dediskill makes a big differcated students. Serving both the Admissions at Bard.
professors by talking to them
Watch the agenda for upcoming activities after class while female stuOffice and Council, this committee provides
ence . . . in your favor!
the services necessary to make the present of the Council. If you have a concern or a dents attempt to impress their
system function well, keeps the student body suggestion, see me about having it brought professors by looking sexy; SMITH. MOTORS
informed of admissions policy, and the Ad- np at our meetings. If you love the school and that men are basically
Inc.
missions Office informed on student com- as I do, you will find the Monday evening at more authoritarian than woCouncil well spent. If you don't know if you men.
plaints and suggestions.
Phone PL 8-1500
I
The Educational Policies Committee has love Bard as I do, read the Symposium over
Route 9, Red Hook.. N.Y.
Unfortunately,
Dr.
Chris-'
begun to consider such questions as Winter again .
tie's experiment seems to
LANE SARASOHN
College, job placement, credited study proChairman of Council
jeds, and a classics department. In accord

Christie Distusses Experiments
With Machiovellian Personolities

Communi ty Council

CENTRAL AUTO SALES

SAWDUST

NEW &
USED
31 N. BROADWAY

TRAIL

FORD
DEAL ER
Phone PL 8-2351

RED HOOK, N. Y.

STEAKS and SEA FOODS
Tel. Rhinebeck TR 6--8189
Route 9

Between Rhinebeck and Red Hook
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Expansion Th rea ten s Sarah Lawrence

By L. Geoffrey Cowan
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was reacting o }h' seefms a bou t th
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.
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t o outstandmg
' . new teachers.
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e e d uca t'1ona1 sys t em 1s,
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·
Atop L awrencc c d ucatwn
emanclstudent has a bi-weekly half ye_abrsd a . .a~var ·
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~~- him, nretty convent.ion al. The the list was Francis Randall pates the woman intellectuhour "conferenc e" with the 1l cr~ e gotmgf 0 . c1alsses dscr 1• - reaso; for this view,
as one
President Ward appears not ally. She fancies herself in.
1
d urmg
. w h'1c h I blmrr
course mstructor,
. 1 pom
. t e d ou t I'a t er 1s
. per- to underst,and.
t .b not es unous y,
t r an , IS. . of f'1m't e ly c l oser t
I 11 g. 1r
the sp1nt
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1
o D - Le sthev discuss some topic sug- enmg "Io nlaza dec ud_es .. r
fectly simple. In coming to the school as his oredesseso rs sing and Simone de ons
Beauvoir
crested by the course
and sthlm,
b t ea~ne d
ISCipdi!le Sarah Lawrence from Colum- conceived it
Of- course he than to Jackie Kennedy or
anv
Ia- b1a,
·
II d'd
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t c h ange
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Randa
I
no·
has mhented the confhctmg FrancOise ae-an.
write a comprehen sive course .· 1oguc a
arvar ·
his style of tea,ching.
demands of theory and necesSeveral years ago David Eopaper.
: ~rustrated a_s a teacher at I We audited his class, "The sity, and to some extent
the roff described Sarah Lawrence
P<11pers are not graded. I~- ~ OhiO State, Fnedman beg~n ~ Soviet Union and Word
Com- inconsistan cies in his argu- as "a. college for the _ric~:
stead the student's work IS careful_ study ~f the . umqu~ munism."
It meets in a ment are excusable. But his the br1ght, and the beautiful.
discussed in depth, and at educatiOna l policy bem~ PI- bri aht square room which
has conclusions inevitably take the To an extent, perhaps this desthe end of each term the in- onee~ed at Sarah Lawrence. no "'furnture other than
a large school farther away from its cription could be verified. But
structor prepares a short re- ~~nvmced, he came east and round table surrounded
by stated ideals.
'
as with any generalizat ion, it
port, a critical evaluation of JOmed _the Sarah Lawrence chairs. There were 14
chairs
For example, he says he ignores the individual. And,
the student's performanc e.
t faculty
m 1951.
at the table and only nine wants to oreserve the tradi- at Sarah Lawrence, much
1
as
Experimen t with Lectures
Four branches of the "ex- students. The two chairs on tiona! image of Sarah
Law- transition clouds the mood,
In the last few years tbe perimental " system impressed either side of Randall
wer·~ renee as a progressive school. the emphasis remains squarecollege has ex,p erimented with Friedman
particularly _
He vacant, g1vmg the class a At least in part, he main- ly on the individual
student.
lecture
course.
but
these, listed them. (1) "A teacher strained formality. Mter hear- tains, this will
assure that • -- ........ ........ • . . . .
too, are small . by Harvard givi_ng a cou:s~. of his ow_n ing the popular stories
about "we will get girls who Will i
standards, averagmg about 35 choice and divismg makes It the school's artistic
students. Like the seminars, more meaningful for himself ess it was surprising sloppin- best profit from our educati- i
to see onal system." He calls this
lectures are based as much as and for his students;" (2) "I the
girls
neatly
dressed, process "self-select ing."
For THEATRE
possible on Socratic method of was tired of grades, and be- Many wore sweaters,
RED HOOK
mostly this reason he claims to have - ·__
discussion.
i sides, I don't believe in them;" shetland.
In front of each fought down the trustee's atAlthouczh 1ecrures were con- (3) "I _,liked the" 'Conf:~r;nc_e' girl lay a~ orderl_Y loose
l_eaf tempt to change the College II Tues., Wed., Thur. Mar. 26 to 28
ceived initially as a method system_, and (4) I belle\ e m notebook, mto whtch the
girls
Catalo!!ue. Yet during Ward's. Complete Shows at 7 and 9
an
ex
·
of k_eeping pace with an . ex- e d ue!tIOn . throuoh
~
· body 1I FeatureIrene
· ,""
at 7:30 and 9:30
- 1 made f requen~ entnes.
,sev- i presi~ency
the student
Papas
pandmg student population, chan~e of Ideas.
1 eral ke'Pt outlme notes.
·
has
mcreased
by
more
than
1
Sophocles'
Immortal Drama!
Paul L. Ward, President of I But the pure_ Sarah Law-' Randall's style is challeng100 girls, lecture courses have !
Sarah Lawrence. sine~ ~~60, ! \er:ce systen: exists no more. ing and inventive;
_but it been added,. and exami~ations l
finds a theoretical JUSilfica- I• nedman pomted to the areas leaves little room for dialogue.
have been mtroduced In the '·
tion for them. "For the pre- 1 of change. In the last decade He was describing the
sentation of some material, a · the student body has in- of communist parties growth lecture courses. Furthermo re ~-.---~-in Eu- Ward expects an eventual in- . Fn. thru Mon. . _Mar. 29 ·Apr. 1
lecture course can be exceed- creased from 370 to 540. The rope . Colorfully, he woulrl
il- crease in both the size of ! CoFmptlete Sith0 \:· s at 7d a ~ d 9
.mg Iy exc:Itm~,
. .
d
f
It
t
h
"' nd - lustrate each
.
an cover areas · acu y, oo, as b een e:x~a
. h a the school and h
7 30 an
ea ure
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Vivea Le. Paris!
which ?1m:pl~ ca~not be e~: eel, t~ough_ not proport10n~te- l dramatic example.
In
E!lg-1
of
lecture
courses
offered.
Vive L'amour!
pored 111 chscusswn ~roups, ly. W1th s1ze has come 1m-! land for instance: "Imagme
:
Conformity Grows
·
Vive Le Fun!
said Ward who w_as both a stu- pcr~on~lity . and a ~li~inis,:1~? that' . you are a COI'l'_lmunist
During
hi~ . regime an _in
dent and an mstruc1or at ded_tcatwn ,_to the ongmal ex- agent sent to Englan~
m 1918 1creased
political. conformity
Harvard.
perimental plan.
1 to set up a commumst party. has also been evident among _ __..
_____ _____ ___
1
But Ward emphasized the
The First Examinatin s
l You have no previous con- the college's faculty. F_ or r
A pr. 2"
importance of seminars as
ues., w e d ., Th urs.
-t
With the introductio n of tacts. Where do you loo k f or years Sarah Lawrence, I k
1 e
Evenings at a P.M Only
well. "I think that basic his- lecture courses have come the help?" The students are
someHarvard,
opposed
NDEA loans.
(Due to Length)
tory, as I understand it, is first
examinatio ns
in
the what baffled, not by the ques- 1This year, over vo·c al student
Lllurenoe Olivier
much better taught
in sec- school's history. Futhermor e, ti-on, but by the approach. ! protest, Sarah
Lawrence suein William Shakepeare 's
tions," Ward explained. "For due to the expanded student The answer is perfe-c tly
example, I think a Soc. Sci. body, the most popular classes ple. but who \'-''ill bothersim- cumed to the school trustees
to and accepted the load. The
1-type lecture survey course is are invariably oversubscri bed. give it? It is too simple
to Chairman of the music departTechnicolo r
for the birds.
As a result many students offer a challenge, too stragiht- ment, who had been at
Sarah
"But once the student has wind un taking their fourth forward to offer a reward.
Apr. 5 to 8
In Lawrence since the McCarthy Fri. thru Mon.
the basic fundamenta ls in a and fift-h choice courses.
Complete Shows at 7 and 9
a class based on discussion. era, assured us that five years
field, then I think she mi<!ht
Feature at 7:30 and 9:30
The key to Sarah Law- reward comes in a different ago the faculty would have
rewell profit from a lecture renee's
personality
remains form than in a class based on jected tflc NDEA loan wit1}out
course''
the individual students and exams.
To the Sarah Law- question. even in its revised
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Observer Team -Victorious 1n Moulton's Snowplow Rally
pas. ' s f avor1't e, "Wh
ner of the novice c1ass and 1m
· Y Not Drop
. · thony and Mr. Bird. Said Mr. their lives and automotive
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· ?" whJ.oo
Bird, "Aaarrrrgh! . . ."
sessions Messrs.ed t o n th
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I t 0 n P oughkeepsie.
Motor
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over
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'
The
· t urn cause d several nat1·ves
Their superhuman efforts in Moulton mention. . o me .. a
Abom'•nable Sno.wplow
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.
Club
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the final checkpoint they were cons1dermg retinng
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t
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- finding
Hero.
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an d. Lower . tAnna.ndale
throw bottles. Pough- were rewarded by taking sec- from the .rally scene
R
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the eyes O.f thl·s observer, 'one .sank axJ.e-uccp mt,o tne swa.L.Ilp eeps1e theJ.U.n ,
t e 9.1J to Kennedy/MacDonald Saab to represente h an u rna
h de tO· d1 s
Of the finest meets Of l'ts ki'nd, m :tront o.f t.ne (.;nap.el at. tnc sped sou h on rou
The Bard/Crane kind, and t ey now a o e·
Franuc etfons &aeon, w ere t u.. ey were third place.
l·n terms of both constru·cti'on startmg lme.
de d by a mo t orcy"'"'le bob. MGTD was fifth , and the in- vote their lives d todi at dmanh
two
o•·J.\'.Lcssrs.
IV.loulton,
Kohn,
anu
oun
t
·on.
The
first
and executl
"
ed ·Ca ed .o
Anderson. a. nd by, and t.hen sou th f ur ther to trepid Sage Walcott Rally astic existence
legs Were tl··med, t·he first of .unKer, d Ma.rt.na
aca em1c
1 .hOot ng bystanders tne county line tunnel over· Team Austin-Healy was sixth. more mundane an
I
.
.
these running over back roads a crow 0
ki
h H d
Mter several threats upon matters.
to Pouahkeepsie and the sec· pu_t tnis to ng.nts somew.nat loo ng t e u son.
·-----------ond th;ough downtown Pough- .J.Ulckly and tne rally was un·
About the third leg little
d u.crway.
is known e~cept from various
·
F 11
keepsie, Wappmgers a s an
T.ne now infamous third in- con.l!ments from rallyists. Sa1d
Beacon via main highways.
struct:ion led several cars Mr. Kennedy, "I couldn't be12:45-Announcer's Choice
(Contmued from Page 1)
The third leg involved cor· astray, and the Rally Commit- lieve that Moulton and Kohn
1:00-Sign Off
recting erroneous instructions tee found itself ht!1pless1y sur- had gotten their cars over
Wednesday
Thursday
over a course that climbed to rounded by angry raUy1sts at those mountains, but there was 6:30-News with Louis M.
6,000 feet over the treacherous tne .Kmgston-H.runecliff Bridge no recourse so I just kept
6:30---News with Louis M.
Lyons
'passes o.f the Lower Berk- approach while enroute to tne going while Mary prayed." 6:45-Report from WashingLyons
shires. Those failing to com- urst checkpoint.
Tne other Said Mr. Jacobowitz, "Moulton,
6:45-Report to the Listeners:
ton
.
plete the instructions were moment of mterest on t·he first you're a nut and I'm going to 7:00-Report on the World
Geoffrey Welch reports on
given a phone number to call 1eg was provi-ded by the su- sue."
of Music: first in a weekly
the progress of the radio
in order to finish. It is a ere- perb drivmg of novi·ce George
"The stream of telephone
series, ·with Geoffrey Welch,
station.
dit to the skill and ingen· Lynes through snowdrifts, deep calls that came into the final
Program Dire.ctor and Mu- 7:00-0~chestral Concert:
uity of the Rally Committee mud, and packs of snarlmg checkpoint came from near
sic Director
Beethoven's Symphony No.
that only one competitor man- dogs as he gallantly regame<1 and far cirdting the target 9:30-Netherlands Soloists:
4 in B flat; Schubert's
aged to complete the course ~0 minutes lost due to navi- from v~ious points One
Music from Radio NederSymphony No. 9 in C;
without telephoning.
gational errors. It was a joy from
Wingdale (15 miles
land
music by Haydn
Demonstrating the truth of to behold as George hurled north) two from Pawling (7 10:00-Folk music, live and 10:0o-Hall's Hour: Remy Ingrecorded: Elaine Statman
the parable about the tortoise the howling and mud-bespat· miles 'north), and three from
lis Hall, poetry and comand the hare, the Bard Obser- tered Spnte into the check- Ludingtonville
(two
miles 11:30--Massive Rataliation, or
ment
the Confessions of Fanny 11:00-Night Sounds, from
ver Rally Team (Messrs. Jaco· point.
west). By 6:30 all cars had
Hill: Program of satirical
KPFA, San Francisco
bowitz and Hollander) in the
D o w n t own Pougnkeepsie finished exeept the Ernst/
sketches
1: 00--Sign Off
Milano Matchbox turned in an proved to be truly formid- Schermerhorn
Alia
Romeo
uninspired but consistent per- able as rallyists were required (which hasn't been heard from
formance and thereby netted to maintain a 31 MPH aver- since) and the Anthony /Bird
first place in s·pite of the fe- age amidst the bumper-to- Sprite. By 8:00 all hope had
rocious competition offered by bumper Saturday afternoon been given up for these two
the Kenedy /MacDougald Saab traffic. This led to frayed cars. However, at 8:55 there
and the Anthony/Bird Sprite .. nerves, boiling radiators and came a feeble knocking on
The first leg was won by the rendition by the Bard Ob- the door which when investithe Lynes/Fauver Sprite (win- server Team of Jeffrey Mar- gated proved to be Miss An·
by Dennl· s May (Reuters)
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Harold's

Snack Bar

ANNANDALE-ON-HUDSON

ANNOUNCING

Liquors
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Styles
27 W. Market St.
Red Hook

DAVID AND ANNA SACKS, Proprietors

(Closed

~esday)

• a
OPEN 8 A.M. • 5 P.M.

SATURDAY 'TILL 1 P.M.

BUILDING SOMETHING?
GET-ACQUAINTED OFFERTHIS AD WORTH

With plywood and an Easi-Bild Pattern, a Handyman
Plan, or a Plywood Plan even an amateur can make
anything from a demountable music wall to a shelf
door wardrobe in a short time • . • for a little price.
FOR COMPLETE

SUPPLIES

FROM CINDER

BLOCKS TO

PLYWOOD, VISIT •••

ON ANY SERVICE' AT OUR SALON
(Offer Good thru April 30)

Scheffler Lumber Company
RED HOOK, N. Y.

PHONE PL 8-2m

SALON HOURS:
Tuesday & Thursday 9 to 9
Wednesday, Friday & Saturday 9 to 6

First N·ational Bank of Red Hook
Checking Accounts

Call Now ;For Appointment

Sal'ings Accounts
Tral'eler's Checks

Tel .. PL 8-8282
If No Answer, PL 8-0971

Christmas Clul
Member Federal Deposit Insurance
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this sort of change of intention as being due to the fact
that "a banana skin always
lies in wait on the cosmic
pavement."
The Mr. Golding, thus far
tactfully restraining himself,
began his own interpretation
of Lord of the Flies It is, he
said, a Fable. The Fable when
we go back to Aesop is at
once one of the simplest and
most sophisticated means of
teaching a lesson. A child,
said Mr. Golding, is at once
able to perceive that an animal fable is not about animals at all, and t hus may
mke "a profound critical and
literary judgment" about human behavior.
A fable may be said to
have two levels of meaning,
no matter how simple or complex its forms may be. So
the overt meaning, or the
plot, may even be absurd; it
takes on great significance
due to the covert meaning, or
moral, which is being expressed.
For an example of an extended fable similar to Lord
of the Flies in length and in
the period iu which it was
written, Mr. Golding placed
himself in good company by
citing George Orwell's Animal
Farm. Mr. Golding also compared Orwell's erstwhile idealism and later feeling of disillusionment with his own. He
said that before the Second
World War he had been an

idealist himself, but that the
waters of the war went over
the heads of his generation
and that they had gotten "an(Continued from Page 1)
other look at the human face."
own accord, a meaning which
This moral shellshock put
the author had not set out
into his mind the idea that,
with when he sat down to
no, society did not corrupt
write the book.
people; quite the reverse, peoHe cited as an example
ple corrupt society.
Dickens' Mr. Pickwick who, he
Mr. Golding therefore desaid, had been conceived as a
termined to put ms puzzle in
figure of fun in a work calcuthe form of a Fable, to mirlated to make money, but
ror his own generation's growwho had later in the noveling up and the growing up of
in the debtor's prison--become
LUBRICATION
24-HOUR TOWING
the world as well T~hus he
something
noble.
Phone:
determined to show the innate
TIRES
It is reported that our own
PL 8-5673 Days
wickedness of man by taking
expert on Victorian fiction
PL 9-3681 Nights
BATTERIES
English schoolboys as his subfinds the idea of Mr. Pickjects. The s e t t i n g of the
wick as hero a bit hard to benovel was a demi-paradise inlieve. Mr. Golding described
tended to symbolize, Mr. Golding said, the natural state of
Routes 9G & 199, Barrytown, N. Y.
Norbert Quenzer, Prop. 11111111111111111•11111111111
man. For we are given our
creature comforts as easily as
,,,,,,,,,,,,,0 ,,,,,,,,,,,",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,.,.,,,,
a tree bears fruit.
IIIIIIIIIIJIIIIIIIIIIIIiiiailllllllllllliiiiiiiiiiiiiiJII.
Mr. Goldmg went on to discuss other symbol!:! in the
Lord of the Flies," dwelling
for a long time on the dead
parachutist as an example of
the relevance of adult advice
to those who are growing up.
He defended, not too convinPLUMBING
cingly to this reviewer, the
absence of females in the
HEATING
story, saving that two sexes,
7 ,NORTH BROADWAY
RED HOOK, N. Y.
and hence Sex, would make it
APPLIANCES
an entirely different story
CONTRACTORS
which is, of course, predsely
the point.
In the opm1on of many
POUGHKEEPSIE, N. Y.
readers, Mr. Golding's fable
parts company wih reality beWAPPINGERS FALLS, N. Y.
cause of this omission. He
spoke of the incident of Simon and the Pig's Head as if
he had been inspired, and it
is the point of view of one
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
of the literature faculty here
critical procedures were
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
SPORTS SHOP tha•
effectively destroyed by Mr.
5 E. Market St.
Red Hook
Golding by such a statement.
"It Pays To PlaJJ''
At the end of the lecture
Greeting Cards
All Winter Sports Items .
it was announced that Mr.
SKIS- POLES
Golding had a train to make,
SKATES
BOOTS but would be able to answer
GOLF, TENNIS, BASEBALL, a few questions. The answers
to them were such that little
BASKETBALL, BOWLING
could be made of them except
the general opinion that GoldHUNTING- FISHING
Including
GIFTS
NOTIONS
EQUIPMENT
ing was a man who did not
Guns and Ammunition
ART WORK
like impertinence - at least
PLATES
PRINTING and BINDING
from his listeners. However,
KNITTING 'VORSTEDS
one of the questioners debated Golding's previous asserKingston
260
Fair
St.
and SUPPLIES
tion that economic situations
were not a determining factor
FE 1-0321
234 Main Street
Poughkeepsie, N. Y. -~-~-.~·~··~·~·~·~·~·~··~-~-~-~-~-~-·~·~·~"~·~·~··~·~·~~~~~~~~~~~~~ in society. From the way the
answer was phrased the audience could see only that there
GR 1-0210
are two irreconcilable view!._111111111111111111111~ II I I I I~ 1111~ II IIJIIIIJIJII~IJI IIIII I
points on the questions of economic determinism.
With that Mr. Golding trode
off into the night.
This reviewer was left with
the strong impression that Mr.
Golding, far from being an
original and unique figure in
English letters, chose himself
in The Lord of the Flies to
Woodstock, N. Y.
Phone OR 9-2251
be a fabulist and moralist lesser than Orwell and Huxley,
and a writer who likes to
show the human predicament
mirrowed in the lives of children.
The phrase "human predicament" is that of the novelist
Richard Hughes, who is in the
process of writing an excellent roman fleuve whose subOF RHINEBECK, Inc.
ject is World War II and the
first v·olume of which, The
Fox in the Attic:, has already
s Oc I A 1..
appeared. In a novel written
30 years ago called A High
Standard Sized
Compact Sized
Medium Sized
Wind in Jamaic:a Hughes treated the subject of the evil inherent in human beings and
especially in children. Now a
Dependable
Fully Reconditioned
modern classic, Hughes has
done a more credible job with
a situation involving not only
boys but boys and girls than
has Mr. Golding. Which of
65 EAST MARKET
RHINEBECK, N. Y.
the two will last the criticism
TR 6-4027
of time is a hard question to
answer today, but this reviewfllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll er has his own opinion.
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mattress was on fire. She and
her roommate had to carry the
srn(}ldering mattress down the
stairs and out into the snow.

Fire at Cecl f Hill Cottage
(Continued from Page 1)
Hook Fire Department." Mr.
Griffiths said that the Red
Hook firefighters came within
ten minutes after the sounding
of the alarm, and that the Tivoli Fire Department, which
was summoned through the
Dutchess County Mutual Aid
System, arrived at almost the
same time. He praised both
groups of volunteer firemen
highly, d~scri,bing them as "extremely well-organized and efficient."
A Bard student who observed
the firemen at work noted that
one of them was hindered at
one point by another student,
who had grabbed a fire-extinguisher and was accidentally
discharging it at the fireman.
"The Red Hook Fire Chief has
strongly urged that the firefi-ghting be left to their department," Mr. Griffiths said.

He stated that a Bard student
had broken a window just before the firemen arrived. This
causeii a draft which might
have increased the damage, according to the chief.
Mr. Griffiths declared, "The
damage to the first and second
floors of the center section of
the structure was extensive.
The fire was not completely
extinguished until 5 A.M."
When asked ai:>out the failure of the Bard fire truck, Mr.
Griffiths replied, "I think whoever tried to use it just didn't
know how it worked. When I
went down the day after the
fire. I didn't have any trouble
starting it." He ·further expla1ned that the college does
not maintain a fire department
because of the recommendation
of the Red Hook department,
in whose jurisdiction the college lies.

~·~~llllMMIIIIII~IIIllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

Suburban Shop

"As a result of this fire,"
Mr. Griffiths continued, "the ••••••••• 111111~~~-·······11111·······1·····~·~1111111111~
//_,.
I
administration has taken steps
to curb student pranks and
misuse of fire equipment.
Heavy fines will be imposed
on offenders. SmC'king-restricted areas, such as the gym,
will be strictly enforced."
Although Mr. Griffiths also
warned against smoking in
bed, one occupant of TewksDutchess County's Newest and Mo.'Jt Modern
bury Hall remained heedless
Bowling Center
of the danger. Recently she
fell asleep with a cigarette in
her hand and woke a few minutes later to discover that the

- Now Open -

9C LANES

COCKTAIL LOUNGE AND
RESTAURANT NOW OPEN
Open Bowling At All Time.sOpen Daily from 10:00 A.M. to ? ?

Insurance
e
e
e
e
e

.1500 Ft. North of Kingston-Rhinecliff Bridge Approach
11111111111111111111111111111111111111.1111111111111111111~

RED HOOK, N. Y.
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Telephone PL 8-9851
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• AIR STEP
• PEDWIN
e LIFE STRIDE
e NESTLETON
e SELBY ARCH PRESERVER
8 KEDS
e FOOTSAVER
e DANIEL GR.EEN
• BUSTER BROWN
When You Want the Best Shop
KINGSTON, N. Y.
34 JOHN STREET

ROWE'S For Shoes

Phone PL 8-2791

-

•
PAINTS -

Open Every Evening Until 9 P.M.

ROWE'S feature these

Red Hook

Glen of Michigan

~~-·~·~··~·~~···~~·~········1~~····1······1···1···1·····111

LIGHT BULBS

For the Finest
in

TOOLS
BATTERIES

Sportswear and Accessories

SWIM WITH BABSS
Div. of Ke.nnedy Pump & Supply, Inc.

.. The Friendl:y Drug
Store"

FOR ALL YOUR SWIMMING PPOOL SUPPLIES

RED HOOK
DRUG STORE

• MYERS PUMPS
WATER CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT

Marj Welch

The

41 E. MARKET ST., RHINEBECK
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Painters' Supplies- Wallpaper

PLateau 8·5591

Free Delivery

E. V.GRANT

Complete

NORCE
J. J. &. A. Colburn, Inc.
108 SOUTH BROADWAY
Phone PL 8-6101

RED HOOK, N. Y.

DRY CLEAN-8 lbs............................ ..... $1.50
9 DRESSES ............................. ............ 1.50
10 SLIPOVER SWEATERS .......................... 1.50
4 MEDIUM WEIGHT MEN'S SUITS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.50
WASH-10 lbs•......................... -........... _.. .25
25 lbs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .SO
DRYERS-50 lbs. .. . .. .. . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. .. . 10 Min. .10
Operated By
RED HOOK, N. Y.
106 SOUTH BROADWAY
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INC.

Cosmetic Line
Fanny Farmer Candy
317 MAIN ST.
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Paints - Varnishes - Enamels

Office Equipment
·co., Inc.

41

PHONE GR 1-0610
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Typewriters
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SALES & SERVICE

:I

Desks - Files -Safes
Stationery
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STREET
MARKET
NEW
m· .

POUGHKEEPSIE -

GL 2-9430

POUGHKEEPSIE, NEW YORK

Distributors of Benjamin Moore & Co.

EGGLESTON

SAVE 75%
On Your Dry Cleaning

TR 6-3020

"Shop of the Smart College Woman"

Prescription Specialists

COIN- OPERATED
LAUNDRY & DRY CLEANING
VILLAGE

Shop

RED HOOK, N. Y.

452-4480

Violet Ave. - 9G

..

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
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Telephone: -TR 6-3800

RT. 9G

AUTO
FIRE
LIFE
HOSPITALIZATION
HOME OWNERS

Eugene E. Budd
&
Eleanor Sipperley

41 South Broadway, Red Hook, N. Y.

Evan- Picone

She reported that nothing else
was injured but her pocketbook. -The college is billing he:r
for a new mattress.
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